
 

Name NJ Stannard

DOB 09/04/1998

Nationality South African

Player Status Available

Playing Role Bowling All-Rounder (Seam)

Batting Style RH Middle Order Bat

Bowling Style RA Medium Fast

Entry Route

NJ Stannard is a hard-working bowling all-rounder (seam) from Bloemfontein in South Africa.

The tidy swing bowler likes to take his game to the opposition with the ability to swing the ball both ways, he even feels

confident in the middle overs or at the death with his control. Yet to mention, he also isn’t shy at the crease with the

bat in his hand. The aggressive lower-order batter sees himself as a hard hitter who likes to finish off an innings in

style. The youngster currently plays his cricket for the University of the Free State in the Manguang Cricket

Association Premier League.

Throughout age groups, the youngster worked hard at his game and it soon paid off, the swing bowler truly started to

come on pretty late in his youth career earning him his call up to the Free State U19’s back in 2016/17, has also played a

handful of matches for the Knights Cubs therefore after.

In addition to this, the bowling all-rounder also plays his cricket for the Free State Academy and is looking to take his

game to the next level in order to be a mainstay in their colts side. Most recently, NJ has starred for the colts side

respectively scoring a 41 off 39 balls against Northern Cape colts and most noticeably in February of this year.

Stannard took 3 wickets for 47 runs in 20 overs playing KwaZulu-Natal in the CSA Colts Three Day Championship.

NJ is looking to replicate this form in coming months with the hard-working cricketer still having plenty of ambitions

and dreams to reach the top. The young bowling all-rounder certainly has the mindset to do well and is hungry to prove



a point. We have no doubt this will come to fruition.

Now looking to take his game to the next level, Stannard is seeking a club side in Auckland, New Zealand for the

2022/23 season down under to showcase his talent with both the bat and ball.


